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IBM Direct Talk for Windows 3.0
http://vetusware.com/download/IBM%20Direct%20Talk%20for%20Windows%203.0/?id=12844
Using the DirectTalk family of products lets you run voice applications that benefit your business
by giving your customers access to your services using what is still the most widely-used
communications technology: the telephone. It’s all about improving customer service and
productivity   DirectTalk is proven voice response technology: v It’s been used throughout the
industry for over 10 years. v 100 000 ports have been sold worldwide. v It’s scalable from four
to more than 1000 ports. v It’s tested and approved for attachment to telephone networks and
PABX switches worldwide. v It conforms to industry standards v It offers you a choice of platforms
on which to use it: Windows, AIX, and OS/2. v It provides powerful and flexible application
development using either platform-specific technologies or JavaBeans for platform independence.

VCDCutter for Win98/NT 4.04
http://vetusware.com/download/VCDCutter%20for%20Win98NT%204.04/?id=12846
VCDCutter is a MPEG,VCD and Movie Player. This version can play MPG,VCD,or  other movie
files(such as MPG,DAT,AVI,MOV). Very friendly and menu driven  with full featured control with
movie file. VCDCutter can extract MPG,frame  from VCD or MPG file, cutting your favourite part or
whole MPG file to disk  when playing(now can extract system stream,or video,audio stream only). 
  Some features of VCDCutter:   	. Optimized performance for Win95/Win98/WinME/NT/Win2000. 
 	. Support mostly movie format playing (AVI,MPG,MPEG,DAT,WAV,MOV,M1V,MPV).   	. Many
options to fully control the playing operation.   	. You can import/export play list or clip list.   	.
Support movie files Drag/Drop operation.   	. Cut mpg clips to disk, and save them as mpg
(video&audio),m1v  	(video only),or mp3 (audio only) files. supported streams include:  	mpg
system stream(MPG), video only stream(M1V), or audio only  	stream(MP3).   	. Divide big MPG
stream in to multi-smaller parts.   	. Split MPG system stream(mpg) into them
component(m1v,mp3).   	. Mplex mpeg video(m1v) and mpeg audio(mp3) into system
stream(mpg).   	. Converter: AVI => MPG.   	. You can cut some clips, and then join them into one
clip file.   	. You can extract frames to disk when you are playing. support extract 4  	frames into
one big frame.   	. Fully control the playback quality and performance.   	. You can scale the movie
size.   	. You can control the playing speed in range 0.1X~10.X.    	Requirements to run
VCDCutter 	=============================   VCDCutter needs run under Win95(OSR2 or
later)/Win98/WinME/NT4.0(build 1381 SP3  or later)/Win2000 with DirectX Media (5.x or later)
Runtime(DXM), Please insure that you have installed DXM. we recommend that you download
and install a copy DXM Runtime which acts as an efficient video accelerator and audio driver for 
VCDCutter. It's possible that you may already have DXM Runtime on your computer so to avoid
an unnecessary re-installation. you can let VCDCutter to detect  whether you have DXM Runtime
installed on your system. You can load a movie,  then play it - if you get no warning message then
it's already installed.  Otherwise, you need down load DXM from here:   
http://www.microsoft.com/directx/default.asp   Notice: this URL may changed by microsoft, if you
can't locate DXM, you can  contact us(jiaosw@mail.njust.edu.cn) for newer URL. If you have
installed Win98/ME that means you already have DXM component on your computer. Currently
My computer's  OS is Win95(version:OSR2), and in order to make VCDCutter working I have
installed  IE4.01 and DXM.     For question or problem, please contact author:     Web:
	http://vcdcutter.yeah.net   Email: 	jiao.sw@public1.ptt.js.cn    Tel:   	+86-25-4317409    Author's
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mail:  	 	Jiao Shanwu  	Nanjing Univ. of Sci. & Tech.  	P.O.Box 210014, Nanjing City  	Room 203,
Building 537  	P.R.China    VCDCutter, (C) 1997-2001 Jiao System, Ltd.

Video Edit Magic 1.8
http://vetusware.com/download/Video%20Edit%20Magic%201.8/?id=12847
Video editing software
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